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Entry requirements
General entry requirements for undergraduate studies

Intended learning outcomes
On completion of the course, the student should:
- have acquired general knowledge, both historically and theoretically, of visual art
(including mass produced images) and of architecture and applied art, primarily
in the western culture circle,
- have developed broad knowledge and understanding of the functions and tools
of image creation,
- have developed skills in determining and describing images and buildings in
speech and writing, as well as a familiarity with different methods for
interpretation and analysis,
- have achieved ability to an carry a reasoning argument in speech and writing and
critically reflect on relevant facts based on scientific, social and ethical aspects of
the subject.
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Course content
Art History from Prehistoric Times to the Beginning of the 15th Century, 7.5 HE
credits (Konstens historia från äldsta tid fram till ca 1400)
This module covers aspects on the earliest human cultural manifestations through
study of, for example Palaeolithic cave images. More extensive studies will be
devoted to visual art and architecture in the Mediterranean and the state
formations of the Near East, from the first high cultures in Mesopotamia and
Egypt until the Roman imperial time. An overview is also given of image
production and building in Europe during the millennium when these activities to
a great extent were in service of the church.
Art History from the 15th Century to the Middle of the 18th Century, 7.5 HE
credits (Konstens historia från ca 1400 till ca 1750)
This module covers the aesthetics and functions of the image and the architecture
from the time of the emergence of the Renaissance ideas in Italy until the Rococo
tendencies of the 18th century. The important art theory shifts and the changed
role of artists in society are discussed. The development of state constructions and
environmental design is also studied, as well as handicraft and development of
graphical techniques.
Art History from the Middle of the 18th to the 20th Century, 7.5 HE credits
(Konstens historia från ca 1750 till ca 1900)
This module gives an overview of the most important style trends in art from neoclassicism to Art Nouveau at the turn of the century. The fields that are discussed
are the changed conditions of designing through the artist emancipation and the
development of the art market and exhibition life, the struggle between
academism and Modernism, and the importance for architecture and urban
development of the technical development. The course also covers both the origin
and history of photography and breakthrough of the mass-produced image.
Art History from the 20th Century until Today, 7.5 HE credits (Konstens historia
från ca 1900 till idag)
This module closely examines the efforts and groupings of important individual
artists, as well as the theoretical conditions of different art movements from the
break-through of Fauvism and Expressionism in 1905 until today. Also studied is
the architecture, environmental formation and design and the art concept of the
20th century. The course gives perspectives on mass media images of different
kinds, popular images, advertising and propaganda.

Teaching and working methods
During the course, teaching takes the form of lectures. Also included are seminars,
group work, practical exercises and study visits, which within the framework of
the student's efforts includes preparations for discussions and studying the course
literature. Seminars, practical exercises and study visits are compulsory parts.
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Examination
The modules are examined separately through written examinations, take-home
examinations or continuous written and group assignments, as well as through
active participation in compulsory parts.
If special circumstances prevail, and if it is possible with consideration of the
nature of the compulsory component, the examiner may decide to replace the
compulsory component with another equivalent component.
If the LiU coordinator for students with disabilities has granted a student the right
to an adapted examination for a written examination in an examination hall, the
student has the right to it.
If the coordinator has recommended for the student an adapted examination or
alternative form of examination, the examiner may grant this if the examiner
assesses that it is possible, based on consideration of the course objectives.
An examiner may also decide that an adapted examination or alternative form of
examination if the examiner assessed that special circumstances prevail, and the
examiner assesses that it is possible while maintaining the objectives of the
course.
Students failing an exam covering either the entire course or part of the course
twice are entitled to have a new examiner appointed for the reexamination.
Students who have passed an examination may not retake it in order to improve
their grades.

Grades
Three-grade scale, U, G, VG

Other information
Planning and implementation of a course must take its starting point in the
wording of the syllabus. The course evaluation included in each course must
therefore take up the question how well the course agrees with the syllabus.
The course is carried out in such a way that both men´s and women´s experience
and knowledge is made visible and developed.
If special circumstances prevail, the vice-chancellor may in a special decision
specify the preconditions for temporary deviations from this course syllabus, and
delegate the right to take such decisions.

